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Abstract
Rare diseases have taken a toll on the health of patients and their families mostly contributing to the shallow knowledge in order to explain the complexity of the situation to the physician; thereby ending up in late diagnosis and misdiagnosis. The aim of this study was to report the training needs in the general public health system within the diagnosis, treatment and monitoring of patients with rare diseases and to create awareness so as to make a better place for such uncommon ailments.
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Introduction

My husband has 2 rare diseases. Ataxi who? ataxi what? Mitochondri? Where do I get information? Google? Been there done that and as I'm sure you can relate it was very overwhelming and scary and worse than that I wasn't sure it was even reputable. Honestly, it scared me to death. It was so technical. I needed a PhD to understand it and I didn't have that kind of time. I needed the information now, not in 10 years from now when I got my doctorate and to boot family, friends, acquaintances and complete strangers were all looking to me to explain it. They just didn't get it. Heck, I didn't even get it. You know that glazed over look when you start to explain what 'quote-unquote' is wrong with you. You better be prepared for the cliff notes version. Anything longer than 2 sentences and now they're experiencing a brain freeze [1]. This is what got me thinking about finding a better way. I wanted to be heard. I wanted them to understand. My experience as a corporate trainer told me I had about 30 to 60 seconds to get my point across. In that amount of time, I could give them a kiss. A 'Keep it simple stupid' kiss. Step 1: Ditch the medical terms. Step 2: create a mental picture using descriptive words. Let me show u what I mean, we're going to play a visualization game. Can everyone look down or close your eyes picture a zebra. Do you have a mental image in your mind? How would you describe the zebra? What colors do you see? How many legs does it have? Picture a red delicious apple. What shape is it? Or what about a can of Coca-Cola? How about a stop sign? Or a traffic light? Think about the words you would use to describe these pictures. Zebra has 4 legs and is white and black [2]. The apple is oblong. Coke can is red with white lettering. Stop sign is a red hexagon. Stoplight has three colored circles, one red, one yellow, one green. Ok, you can look up or open your eyes now. Does this make sense? Be as descriptive as possible so people can see what you're describing and not get lost in the words! It really does help people understand. It takes some thought but the beauty of it is, it's re-useable. Once you've determined the words to use you can create a descriptive elevator speech that you use every time someone asks about your condition. You are the expert. Like it or not you are both the person with the disease and the spokesperson for that disease. You have to educate everyone you come in contact with including your doctors. I don't know about you but that makes me feel pretty smart. Oh, and another responsibility I take on is correcting the misinformation someone has about the disease. Like when someone thinks you're going to get better. Like you get better from a cold. Or that you can fix it with medication [3]. Or how about when they think you're better or not progressing because you look good. I often hear that one. John looks great! He must be doing better. Ever hear that? I often wonder ‘how are you supposed to look?’ It goes back to that mental picture in your head. People think you have to look a certain way when you have a rare disease. They can't wrap their head around the fact that it might not be visually obvious [4]. And that can be the hardest part and the main reason why it's important to explain your condition as visually as possible. I would challenge you to think differently. Change your perspective. Be your own advocate. Develop a comfort level with sharing what you are experiencing with others. You can be empowering and change the stereotypes. As we say in Boston. Do your job. And your job is to spread awareness about your rare disease [5].

There are 350 million patients with a rare disease globally. Within the US alone there are 30 million people with rare diseases. On the continent of Europe, there are 30 million people with a rare disease. We seek to possess a worldwide outreach in order that we will help as many rare disease patients as possible. Many rare disease patients suffer for several years, and a few even die without a conclusive diagnosis. Even after they receive a diagnosis, many patients with rare diseases don't have access to a treatment that's effective [6]. For many of them, the look for effective new treatments continues for a really while. Does one have a rare disease? What if we could offer you information that might lead you to a conclusive diagnosis, or maybe a treatment or a far better treatment? We believe that might make a difference to your life. Rare diseases are a priority objective of public health care systems. Given its complexity, late and misdiagnoses occurs fairly often which causes mental and physical burden for patients and family. This is able to be caused, in part, for unprepared clinicians during this field [7,8]. The aim of this study was to report the training needs and therefore the perceived shortcomings of Spanish physicians of the general public health system within the diagnosis, treatment and monitoring of patients with rare diseases. These diseases are a crucial challenge that affects public health, the event of latest diagnostic methods and therapies, and therefore the clinical, social and health care that these patients require [9,10].

Conclusion

A recurrent concern of those patients and their families is that the limited knowledge that physicians have about it thanks to the high clinical complexity, which ends up in late diagnosis and misdiagnosis. The typical time between the onset of symptoms and therefore the diagnosis of a patient with a rare disease has been estimated to be on the brink of 6 years, while within the pediatric age it's longer than 15 months. These examples are often frustrating for both health professionals and patients.
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